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VARMS Monthly Meetings – presentations. 
Raoul Wynn 

Our August 10th meeting: 
 
Yes, once again David Down hosted our Stand Off Scale Night. What a great night and what a 
tribute to the scope and quality of exhibits – don’t know how David manages to choose the 
winners – I could not decide between my list of the top five entries!  And did you see the re-
port of the meeting on our website so soon after the event – photos and all………thank-you 
Henryk, David and Russ, very classy! 
 
Thanks also to David Down for committing to hosting this event for August 2008 too.  
 

Our September 14th meeting: 
Some of you will know Ken Thomas, from the Victo-
rian Flying Scale Aircraft Association. Ken will be pre-
senting an anatomy of his model of the Messerschmitt 
323 which was the successor to the Messerschmitt Gi-
gant 321 which was the biggest (or maybe the second 
biggest?) glider ever built. Well Ken’s model is a 15 
foot wingspan giant too and he is bringing it to our 
meeting. Best of all, is it uncovered – you’ve got to be 
brave to expose the guts of your building endeavours.  
Bring your camera and get set for another great night 
of scale modelling excellence. 
 
Our October 12th meeting: 
Have you started to sort out those old planes you’ll 
never fly again and for which someone else will pay 
you cash……. We are holding our Annual Club Auction 
Night at our October 12th meeting – models, engines, 
radio gear and tools all sell well at our auctions. It is 
always a good fun and very busy night. 

Cover Photo: Stand-off Scale Winners, Theo Arvanitakis  & Andrew Allen 
Photo: Russ Naughton             
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Send stuff for Aspectivity to: 
 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street, Clifton Hill 3068 

9481 8516 / 0427 371442 
Better yet, Email to: 

aspectivity@hotmail.com 
 

President‟s Report September 2007   Max 

The keyboard 

Your key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can 
be easily recognised and contacted 
in case of a frequency clash. Mobile 
phone number is a good idea too. 

 

This printed edition of Aspectivity will only be available to financial members, as I 
said last month. We cannot control the accessing of the magazine from the website. 
For some reason or another, there are a sizeable number of people who have not re-
newed and we will be sending out a kindly reminder notice shortly. I certainly hope 
that it is not the fault of the club, or other members, that have been the cause of the 
non renewals.  
 
On a much brighter note I visited the VARMS Scale Group’s aerotow day on Satur-
day Sept 1. What a fabulous day! Reasonably warm and with intermittent good lift 
tending to some strong wind gusts, later in the day. The organisation, in the good 
hands of Colin Collyer, was working like a well oiled clock and the tugs were work-
ing flat out. I am told that some 30 gliders were up, about in the pits, or in the wait-
ing queue. They started the day with 3 tugs, one had an electrical problem that 
couldn’t be fixed at the field and late in the day another tug was flipped over by a 
gust of wind while waiting to take off. The tug pilots did a superb job on the day 
with fast turnarounds and consistent towing to around 1000 feet. I don’t believe 
that any gliders had problems and the new field layout allowed launches every 3 to 4 
minutes.  
For those of you who have never seen this club activity, recently, I sincerely recom-
mend that you visit Briggs Field on the first Saturday in each month, probably best 
between 1.30 to 4.00pm and enjoy one of the core interests of the VARMS club. Be-
ware it may be infectious! 
 
Don’t forget we have the VARMS club auction night coming up next month so now 
is the time to dust off those models that you no longer fly and recycle them into 
CASH. You may also have stashed away in your workshop or garage, a collection of 
modelling items and power tools etc. that may be more valuable than you think. It 
should be a good night so bring some friends along; they don’t have to be members.   
 
That’s all for now.                                                                                                         

Max Haysom                 
 

New Thermal Gliding Web Site 
Hayden Daley has advised that he will be setting up a new Web Site dealing with his articles 

regarding thermal gliding. The Web address is 

 www.thermalcircle.com 

http://www.thermalcircle.com
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING AND AGM , AUGUST 2007  

 Held at Glen Waverley Primary School-.Comm. 8.20 P.M. 
Club General Meeting 
President Max Haysom 
Apologies –Bruce Robinson, David Jones, David Knight.  Visitors : Peter Fortune. 
Past General Meeting Minutes. 
 July  2007 Minutes – Passed with no matters arising.  
Correspondence In  VMAA July 07 plus AGM Minutes-plus Technical Comm. Re-
port on ―Spectrum 2.4G‖ new technology RC Control usage approval. –several E mails 
ex TJH (pres).  Correspondence Out.-Several E mails (Pres) to TJH  
President Max Haysom. Report. 
a)MAAA/VMAA Club Ins. Policy – operation.-queries re. pers. Liability cover ad-
dressed to MAAA for prompt answer   
b) Briggs Field operations - Visitors Insurance cover – 2 visits max, but always with 
financial Club Member  
c)-2nd hand” line marker‖ machine being sought ,to assist in marking out flying 
field  flight lines 
d) Briggs Field security keys – changeover at October Club Meet& locks changed 
Registrar: Membership now stands at total of 135 with 47 non renewals to date these 
to be followed up. 
Club Training –Brief report by Ian Slack.- Club Electric glider problem now resolved 
– training going well. Volunteers always welcome.. 
Treasurer. Club Finances in good shape General Acc.$11,088 credit as at 08.08.07  
Electric Glider Competition. –David Pratley new 7 cell glider contest rules being 
formulated  
Contest Director report. – David Pratley –Report on last round of RCGA open ther-
mal contest – good turnout & 2 classes format also popular.- results on Club website.  
Upcoming Events Mildura long w/e contest. Armidale Australia day w/e 08. – atten-
dee  World Glider Champ Joe Wirth. 
Stand Off Scale Comp. – Rules explained by convener David Down. -3 Prizes catego-
ries. 
Around the Shops David Pratley Hyperion multi purpose balancer leads, for Li Po 
battery chargers $10 : Matt Durak – barn door spoilers sets: Bernie Sizer ¼ scale wheel 
retracts sets$110 : Malcolm Buckmaster – ARF Electric kit airframe only 0 $165  Ian 
Patching – E mail re Bacchus Marsh mid wk. full size Gliding Course –Mon 24 – Fri.28 
Sept. – for details see Max Haysom. 
Special Interest Groups. 
Colin Collyer. Scale Glider Group. –Sat 4 August. – Briggs Field power strip al-
terations explained Upcoming events  Sept 15-16 – Ballarat Meet : Nov 3 – 6 Mildura 
– end Nov.-  Bendigo. –Briggs Field days, now 1st Sat. of each month. 
General Business. 
Ian Slack – query re aspects of Spectrum 2.4 Ghz systems operation. – Max Haysom 
confirmed no certification requirements, at present. 
Stand Off Scale Comp Winners. 
Door prizes –    Frank Smith & Martin Lui. 
Scalie of Year –    Henryk Koblanski 
Members‟ Choice Model.   Andrew Allen’s Platypus. 
Judges‟ Choice Model.-  Theo Arvanitakis’es  FA 18. 
Meeting Closed .9:10  p.m. 
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Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

“Grass” Hopper on  
9873 8256 

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         29 Sept 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  6 October 

Greame Hollis             9739 4886          13 October 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         20 October 

Brian Spencer              9878 7207        27 October 

Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 3 November 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        Completed 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  15 Sept 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185        22 Sept 

Have you paid your membership renewal for 2007 / 2008?  
Without your continued support we will not be able to continue to develop and maintain our facilities. 
Without insurance you cannot fly. If you have lost your renewal form you can pick one at the box in the 

Shelter or call Max Haysom 9801 3899 (leave a message) or 0414 679 620. 

Volunteers needed for  Mowing  

Contact The “Grass Hopper” on  
9873 8256 

 

Training Dates  
Sept  23, October 7 & 21, November 11 & 25 

 

Aspectivity Classifieds 

When we held the flying day at Bacchus there were a few people who asked if we ran mid week 
gliding courses. I suggested that we would probably holding one in the September holidays. 

The dates have been announced as Monday 24th to Friday 28th. 
Contact person is John Fawcett. His email is johnf@netspace.net.au or phone 0438 355 047. 

 
In the past these weeks have been very popular so please let them know to be quick to book in. 
They will be expected to join the club, either short or long term membership available and also 

the GFA. If they need any information on costs etc they can contact me on 0422 641 900. 
 Ian Patching. 

 

At The NAB 
 

Midweek Glider Course 

Owing to a birth in 
the family, our  

beloved  
Treasurer is  

unable to  
present the  

balance sheet… 
 

Congratulations! 
 

Too busy making Coo-
ing noises and crochet-
ing booties, huh, Ian?? 

mailto:johnf@netspace.net.au
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Smiddy’s…..…STUFF and NONSENSE 

Building boards….now there is a can of worms to open but the reason I broach it is very sim-
ple…somebody asked me what was the best type to use?  So save his blushes he admitted that 
he uses the kitchen work surface but his missus refuses to let him bang in pins…wonder why?  
I don’t know about what anybody else uses but here’s a few types I use and all of which have 
one thing in common…they stay straight when being used. Very important that! A ―wonky‖ 
building board is about as much use as a chocolate teapot  (Hey, nothing wrong with that—you 
can eat it! - Ed.).  
My favorite is a lump of caneite glued to a thick ply backing but it’s a bit small so for long 
builds I use one which is made up from cork tiles glued to an old kitchen work surface rescued 
from a indestructible rubbish collection. The cork tiles were scrounged from a tile shop and 
were leftovers from a job...ASK and you might get lucky.   Kromminy? Crommerly?…Don’t 
know how to spell it but its notice board material which accepts pins easily but usually needs a 
backing frame to keep it straight. A big thick lump of blue foam has been used at times cos it 
lays flat but doesn’t exactly hold pins well. MDF can be useful but again will need a frame to 
keep it flat and a toffee or pin hammer to tap pins in will save you lots of sore fingers. All of the 
above need a bench or workspace to sit upon and there are those out there not fortunate 

enough to have a dedicated room or garidge to house a 
substantial workbench. Here is a cuppla ideas for 
benches. Bunnings have a great pair of height adjustable 
metal framed trestles which Ian Slack uses to lay an ordi-
nary household flushdoor on …makes a ripper bench and 
can be easily packed away. But by far the best I have ever 
seen was an old mate in the UK who used his lounge as a 
building room. Unfortunately his wife forbade him to 
make any mess on the floor. His answer was to make a 
building board to fit on top of an old ironing board…he 
then stood in a 
kids 6x4 pad-

dling pool to catch the drops. We all reckoned he 
should have used the same ―undertray‖ when he was 
eating but you had to know the dude to appreciate 
what I mean.  Great thing about the ironing board 
idea is that its height adjustable so you can lounge in 
an easy chair while building and watch the ―idiot box‖ 
at the same time.   Of course the ultimate flat building 
board is a sheet of thick toughened glass which I 
know is being used for a humungous great scale sail-
plane currently under construction . Hopefully when 
he reads this the builder will send in some pho-
tos !!!!!! It has its drawbacks of course...like no pins 
and everything has to be taped to it but it will remain 
straight……..no chocolate teapots for that lad. 
Finally something NOT TO DO….The Vise Glue 
mentioned last month and which dries in air with the 
aid of moisture….well once you have used some, the bottle fills with damp air. Err….. did I just 
say the stuff sets with what and what ? That’s right a thick skin forms across the top….so store 
it upside down and then the skin will form on the bottom of the bottle, if it actually forms. 
 
 

Colin “Smiddy” Smith….9874 3480 ….colinkay@lizzy.com.au 
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Michael Lui „s Kirby Cadet T31    Michael Lui 

Michael Lui‟s  
latest project, 
a Slingsby T31 

“Tandem  
Tutor”, seen 

here with 
some images 

of the original 
1:1 model. 
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SUBJECTS for SCALE                   Colin Smith 
 
Its funny, but talking to non flying members at the Aerotow meets there are a few questions 
that always seem to crop up and the answers are always the same.  
Q…. They (the models of course) are lovely to look at but must cost a fortune to make ?. 
A….. No, its surprising but a Woodstock or Schweizer 1-26 or just about any plan built model 
will cost less than $200 to make (plus radio gear) and although it will take some time to create 
you will get a fantastic buzz when it finally takes to the air, and of course you have the satisfac-
tion of knowing that the thing flying so gracefully was made by your own two hands.  Some of 
the newer shaped, sleeker and shinier ones have been bought ready made and fly very well but 
they can set you back quite a lot financially, and unfortunately all tend to look the same in the 
air.  
Me Biased ?...Never, whatever gave you that idea!!! 
Q….How do you fit the big ones in your car or do you really need a trailer ?. 
A….As far as a trailer goes that is purely optional although a wagon will house a very large 
plane and the wife up front but you will have to leave the kids at home…..your choice. 
Without doubt the bigger they are the better they fly is usually the answer but they also require 
a different approach as far as building, finishing and equipping with radio are concerned. An-
other thing to take into account is that if you want to fly any sailplane at a Slope site it is no 
good if you have to take an army of ―chuckers‖ with you to launch the bloody thing. Similarly 
the bigger they are they bigger the tug needs to be for an easy stress free tow...it’s vicious circle. 
Q...Can I buy a kit to get started in scale soaring? 
A…There are a few wing/fuz part kits from Model Flight and the Internet has some laser cut 
part kits but generally they are as scarce as hens teeth and quite pricey. Probably the easiest 
way to get started is to buy a scruffy second hand model and renovate it or pay the extra and 
buy a pristine pre-owned one. The final route is to join a build group such as we did for the 
Woodstock, Schweizer 1-26 and  Bergfalke. 
This brings me nicely to the featured sailplane...the Slingsby Type 37 Skylark.  
With the relative novice in mind I laid down the following criteria for an entry level scale sail-
plane with a build group a ―possibility‖…..Easy to rig, easy to build, no curved fuz formers, no 
drag devices (struts) and a good size for a light wing loading and finally it MUST be easy to 
transport in the family car AND be small/light enough to be hoiked aloft by a smallish tug. By 
smallish  the tug’s I am referring to are Ian Slack’s 46 size trainer which has had a 90 noise 
maker grafted up front and Lew Rodman’s 160 size machine both of which do a sterling job of 
getting my vastly overweight Woodstock airborne...they just do it slower that’s all. Lets face it 
there is no hurry…. its gliding for heavens sake! Anyway I digress...back to the Sky-
lark….Having access to Martin Simons wonderful books cataloguing sailplanes from around 
the world made the job less difficult and his detailed drawings are so good that a plan is almost 
not needed. Having contacted him he was only too pleased to give his permission to use his 
drawings...Funnily enough it’s the reason he did them. However I reckon that the Skylark 
scaled down to 1/5 scale will be just about on the money and will give a span of 2736 which 
translates into a two piece wing of 1368 each side or a three piece wing with outer panels of  
786 and a middle bit of 1164 .... Builders choice. The Fuz length overall will be 1277 and it can 
be a simple sheet box  with external dummy diagonal bits and the wing can be either foam and 
balsa or built up...again builders choice. Canopy from a  plastic bottle so all in all no more diffi-
cult to build than, say, an Aeroflyte Albatross or any other large two channel built-up glider .  
As far as a build group goes I had thought of using the club shelter on a Sunday morning for 
discussion meets unless somebody has a large garage we could build in. Anybody interested ?
….If there is enough interest I will get the plan drawn up. 
 

Colin “Smiddy” Smith…...9874 3480……...colinkay@lizzy.com.au 
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SUBJECTS for SCALE                   Colin Smith 
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The Beaufort Wind Scale Explained          Smiddy 

Beaufort  
Number 

Name Observations Suggested 
Slope Models 

Km/h Knots 

0 Calm Smoke rises vertically Electric  <1 <1 

1 Light Air Wind direction shown by smoke 
drift, but not by wind vanes  

Small Floaters or 
Electric 

1-5 1-3 

2 Light 
Breeze 

Wind felt on face; leaves rustle; 
ordinary wind vanes moved by 

wind  

Floaters 
Electric  

6-11 4-6 

3 Gentle 
Breeze 

Leaves, twigs in constant motion, 
wind extends light flags  

Floaters 
Electric  

12-19 7-10 

4 Moderate 
Breeze 

Raises dust and loose paper, small 
branches are moved  

Preludes / Rico’s 
Light and heavy  

20-28 11-16 

5 Fresh 
Breeze 

Small trees in leaf begin to sway, 
crested wavelets on inland waters  

Rico’s 
 Sport and slope 
Combat wings  

29-38 17-24 

6 Strong 
Breeze 

Large branches in motion; whis-
tling heard from telegraph wires, 

umbrellas hard to use  

Slope Rico’s 
Heavy wings  

39-49 22-27 

7 Near 
Gale 

Whole trees in motion; inconven-
ience felt when walking against 

the wind.  

Lead sledges 50-61 28-33 

8 Gale Breaks off trees; generally  
impedes progress  

Don’t bother, stay 
at home and build 

 

62-74 34-40 

9 Strong 
Gale 

Slight structural damage occurs 
(chimney pots and roof tiles re-

moved)  

Read a book or 
watch the idiot box  

75-88 41-47 

10 Storm Seldom experienced inland; trees 
uprooted; considerable structural 

damage occurs  

Turn up the TV,  or 
cuddle somebody  

89-102 48-55 

11 
 

Violent 
Storm 

Very rarely experienced on land; 
accompanied by widespread dam-
age. 

Cuddle somebody, 
violently, under a 

blanket  

103-117 56-63 

12 Hurri-
cane/

Cyclone 

Extensive destruction. Lay in bath with 
mattress on top  

118+ 64+ 

Any wind over 8 mph can be used to generate electricity. Currently though ( Ooooh... pun!) it only makes eco-
nomic sense to build wind turbines in areas where the wind has at least 15 mph most of the time. Did you know 
that a sneeze can travel as fast as 100 mph and the fastest ever recorded was 103.6 mph . 
A cough, by the way, produces air traveling upwards of 60 mph…….and 1 Knot = 1.15 mph. 
Do you ever wonder who takes these measurements??????  (Someone with too many research grants! - Ed.) 
Models quoted are those common to VARMS members using the slopes and comparisons should be made. 
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Scene at the Slope                                                          Smiddy 
To say the weather has been less than kind 
would probably be one of the understatements 
of the year…its been S***house !!!!.  However, 
there was a Tuesday a cuppla  weeks back that 
had us hotfooting it down to Tucks Road at 
Flinders for a mild Southeasterly. Low and 
behold Max McCullough (have I spelt it 
right Max?) had a new sooper dooper low tech 
machine to play with, and this is a brief de-
scription. 
Once upon a time, in a galaxy far far away, 
there was a slope soarer  published in a Yank 
Mag called a ―Ridge Rat‖.  Its designer had 
obviously overdosed on Ugly Pills and excelled 
himself because it was a plain little beasty but 
did have one endearing feature….it flew beau-
tifully if constructed according to the plan (I 
have an original copy somewhere) . A plan 
was cloned for Aspectivity way back well be-

fore the turn of the century and Morry Watts enlarged it and renamed it a ―Fat Rat‖.  
OK, so to bring us up to the present day Max has built his own version of Morry’s enlargement  and it was origi-
nally christened the ―MorriWot‖, but later signwritten as the Fat Rat. The see thru wing  centres around a foam 
blank which is then sliced into 6-7mm ribs with 1.5 mm 
balsa capstrips  creating a span about 66 inches. The 
chord is 12 inches and the fuz etc has been chipped out 
of ¼ balsa and its all covered in film which brings its 
weight close to next to nothing. 
The important bit…How does it fly?....... Well, after 
adding half a house brick to the nasal region and a bit 
of re-trimming, its performance was as good upright as 
it was inverted which says a lot for the wing section……. 
which bears a striking resemblance to a size 9 Addidas 
on top coupled to a Nike size 8 on the underside !  With 
ailerons and elevator as the waggly bits  Max has made 
himself a winner. It does just about every manoeuvre 
that an aileron/elevator model should and does them 
as well either way up plus it has a blistering turn of 
speed. By that I mean that you will get blisters walking 
faster than the model flies…….... It’s a real pussy cat 
Great for a slope trainer or if you want to practice inverted flight…………... Nice one Max !. 
Postscript :- One of our group was trying to out do Max for low level slow inverted passes when he was heard to 
curse and was seen scurrying down the slope after landing his Easy Glider inverted !. When the poor old chap 
puffed his way back to the top he realized he still had power left in his batteries…….it was an electric Easy 
Glider…….Oops ! 

Back again…inverted ! Fast pass …upright                                                                                                    
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The Annual Standoff Scale night was great success.  Thank you David Down. 
 
The winner of the Members Choice Award was Andrew Allen for his scratch built Platypus. 
 
Judge’s Award winner was Theo Arvanitakis for his FA 18. 
 
Scalie of the Year Award went to Henryk Koblanski. 

Standoff  Scale Night         Photos by Russ Naughton       
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS Web Site :        http://www.varms.org.au 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times 
are posted on the field gate. 
 
VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) - at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds 
on the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00pm and visitors 
are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring 
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